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THE AEROPLANE IN THE PATENT OFFICE. to similar studies and give them the opportunity of 
Since the days of Deucalion man has always desired consultation, of comparing their opinions, and of 

to fly. Leaving out of consideration mythical ac- friendly though critical discussion. Thirdly, they 
counts of flight, the first successful venture was that enable each nation to profit by the experience of others. 
due to the invention of the balloon. The Montgolfier Two dangers which mainly retard our progress and 
balloon established the possibility of flotation. But I threaten our future are the wars of nations and the 
this is not flight. The difigible and self-propelling wars of classes. As regards the first, our condition in 
balloon has not yet attained practical success. But 'I Europe is. very serious. Our peace establishments com-
self-propelling flying machines without balloons, work- prise nearly 4,000,000 men ; those for war approach 
ing on the helix or aeroplane principle, are common, at i 20,000,000. The nominal cost is over £200,000,000, but, 
least in the shape of toys. The aeroplane has been I as the Continental armies are mostly under conscrip
the subject of some very curious investigations by tion, the real cost is much larger. As a consequence 
Prof. Langley, of the Smithsonian Institution. and of this colossal expenditure the public debt of Europe 
Hiram Maxim, in England, has constructed a flying is continually increasing. This appalling debt is reo 
machine of full working dimensions. Our readers I presented by no valuable property, it has fulfilled no 
have been kept fully informed in these matters. In 

I 
useful purpose, but has been absolutely wasted or even 

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMENT the worse. Moreover, the economic condition� which ne
most recent developments in aerial navigation have cessarily result are very grave. Taxation is increasing, 
been presented, and but a few weeks have elapsed the hours of labor are longer than would otherwise be 
since we chronicled the last trial of the Maxim ma- necessary; all this is a serious reflection, not only on 
chine, at which it actually left the lower tracks and our moral, but on our common sense. In our own case 
executed flight for a short distance. one-third of the total taxation goes to pay for the wars 

Mr. Maxim naturally desired to secure a patent in of the past, one-third is spent in preparing for the 
the United States, and, regarding his complicated ma- wars of the future, and only one-third remains for the 
chinery as a unit, wished to patent the whole as a fly- needs of the country itself. It is impossible for any 
ing machine. But the Patent Office objected, and, re- one to contemplate this gigantic military expenditure 
fusing to take his view, stated that a number oflwithout the gravest forebodings. Even if we avoid war, 
distinct applications should be made to cover the de- the expenditure must inevitably lead some of the 
vices used. European nations to bankruptcy and ruin. In fact, 

Much against his will, the inventor altered his appli- we never have any peace now; we live practically in a 
cation, and while still applying for a fundamental fly- state of war, happily without battles or bloodshed" 
ing.machine patent omitted much which he felt should but not without terrible suffering. In fact, the re
be included. But he ran against another obstacle. ligion of Europe is the worship of Mars. This state 
The examiner, after noting that the application had of things is discreditable to a civilized continent. 
been restricted to cover the air ship alone, notified the There may be some excuse for barbarous tribes who 
applicant that a working Illodel was required. This settle their disputes by brute force, but surely we 
was reasonable enough perhaps. But the next state- I who pretend to be civilized should aspire to a better 
ment of the examiner, one absolutely committing in system of settling international questions. We have 
its tenor, states that .. It is held that the invention is I such a system, namely, the principle of arbitration, 
incapable of practical operation, since, without the as- and I hope we may adopt it more and more. 
sistance of a gas field or equivalent the device will be Another form in which the demon of war threatens 
incapable of ascension." By the curious expression the future is the struggle of classes-not only that for 
.. gas field," a gas bag or balloon is meant. Mr. Maxim higher wages, not merely that as it is called between 
has criticised the action of the Patent Office very se· capital and labor, as if capital could be utilized with
verely in the London Engineering, considerable corre- out that most exhausting form of labor, t he labor of 
spondence has been elicited, and wide publication has the brain, but as we have seen in several cases lately 
been given in the scientific journals to the strictures in between different trade unions. This is, if a less bloody. 
question. As Mr. Maxim's air ship represents the most not a less deadly form of human contest. In England 
advanced work in aeroplane flight, the action of the we have suffered greatly from strikes, and I doubt 
Patent Office amounts to a ruling that aeroplane flight whether the workmen have not suffered· more than 
is illlPossible. Right on the heels of this widely pub· the employers . .  No doubt wages have ri�en, but it has 
lished decision comes tbe aCCOUllL v£ "ho trIal Uf JUly IU""11 quo"tioncd by high authorities. whether they 
31, when the machine carrying three people developed would not have risen still higher if there had been no 
so much ascensional power as to break away from re- strikes. Lord Armstrong has pointed out the effect 
straint and actually to perform a short flight. strikes have had in discouraging manufacturing en-

In the words of the old story. the flying is all right, terprise, and thus diminishing the demand for labor. 
the trouble is in the alighting. Meanwhile the Patent I believe that most manufacturers would agree with 
Office goes on record as disbelieving in the possibility his vieW. Among domestic servants and in many 
of aeroplane flight. Langley's and Maxim's experi- parts of the country in the case of agricultural la
ments carried out by apparatus swept through the borers, though there are practically no unions and 
air on rotating arm� went to prove �the possjbility have been no strikes, the rates of wages have equally 
which the Patent Office denies. It is bad enough forthe risen, and the conditions 'of employment have been 
inventor to be told that a flying model is required, when substantially improved, and this although the agricul

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT the Maxim air ship is such that it can hardly be repro· tural interest has been very much depressed. The 
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duced in miriiature, but it is still worse for the office to ordinary boards of conciliation, however valuable, 
go out of its way and state that a .. gas field" is re- have one great defect, that the interelSts of employers 
quired to render the device operative. Mr. Maxim and employed are, at least in appearance, directly op
very naturally doubts whether a balloon would re- posed. We have, however, in London organized a 

PAGE main harnessed to his ship. The theory of action of conciliation board, which is ably presided over by 
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bock referred to the great decrease of crime in England 

IV. CYCLING.-Masterinl<a Bicyde.- A l<raphic de.criptlon of the Patent Offic� declares essential to operativeness would under educational influence. He concl uded: I am, 
experiences of one learning to ride the bicycle ...................... 15713 render it inoperative. If a O'eneral ruling for aeroplane however, far from thinking that we have yet arrived v. EDUCATION.-The Mechanic Art. and Modern Educations.- ,., 
By R. H. THURSToN.-Technical education and it. place in the cases has been promulgated, it should certainly be re- at the best system of education. It is still too m UC'h modern curri culum ....... ;:. ;. :::.. ...... .. ... . . . . .. . ................... 157'04 
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GARDENING for women is eng-aging attention in 

Germany, and a horticultural school for girls and 
women is about to be opened at Berlin. The principal 
is Fraulein Elvira Castner, who first mooted the idea 
ina paper read before the Berlin society, Frauenwohl. 
It is proposed to teach all branches of gardening, 
and to devote special attention to the production of 
fruit. 
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Unwelcome DISCOVeries. the bichromate was innocuous, even when used on a High Voltage Electric Shock Produces Insensl� 

Modern science has made many a wonderful dis- large scale, could scarcely touch cyanide without suffer- bllUy to Pain. 

covery, but unfortunately not all of its discoveries are ing inconvenience-even the smell of the substance Dr. P. S. Donnellan, M.D., of Philadelphia, writing 
welcome. It has revealed the beautiful processes of subjecting him to nausea and headache. to the Medical News, describes a case occurring in 
nature, but it has also revealed her destroying agen- _ •• I • the practice of his colleague, Dr. W. M. L. Coplin, as 
cies. The more closely man has studied, the more com- follows: 

1· t d h h '  The Earliest Electric Passenger Boats and pIca e as e found condItions and the more dangers On the 20th of Al)ril, 1894, J. R., aged « years, while 
Passenger Cars. 

has he recognized. Where all is outwardly lovely, he engaged in repairing broken wires for the Bell Tele-
h The earliest passenger boat propelled by electricity as found inward.harm. The microscope has disclosed phone Company, grasped the ends of a wire that had is believed to have been that of Prof. Jacobi, of St. miilUte horrors, none the less horrible because minute. cro!;Sed an electric light wire conveying one thousand Petersburg, Russia. In 1838, on the river Neva, he The telescope, as it sweeps the heavens with its far- volts. He received the full force of the current through had such a boat. It was 28 feet long, 7 feet wide, and seeing eye, has foretold stupendous catastrophes. Much his body and was immediately rendered unconscious. carried 14 persons. The electric motor was operated that was thought beneficial has been proved danger- He was thrown violently to the ground, and could not by means of 320 Daniell cells. ous, and much that was thought harmless has been be released until the current was broken by a fellow T4e ,earliest passenger car propelled by electricity proved fatal. It has been demonstrated that hand in lineman, who cut the wires apart with a hatchet. is believed to have been that of Alexander Davidson, hand with benefits stalk injuries. Great good is The man was brought to St. Mary's Hospital within of Edinburgh. It was in operation in October, 1842, always attended by satellites of little evils. half an hour of the accident, and I saw him a few and is thus described in the Edinburgh Evening J our-

Years ago people lived in calm confidence that what- minutes after his admission. He was in profound nal of that period: ever is, is right. They had faith in all things. To-day coma, with pupils widely dilated and irresponsive to 
people have faith in nothing. They are like pilgrims "ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE. light, breathing stertorous, face pale, and bathed in 
walking through the valley of the shadow of death, "A t.rial of this very ingenious machine, constructed perspiration. About ten minutes later he vomited, 
feeling thick about them horrors they could not see. by Mr. Davidson, was made last month on the Edin- and then became wildly delirious, so that it required 
They have learned that the very air, once considered a burgh and Glasgow Railway, in presence of a number the combined efforts of three men to keep him in bed. 
life-giving nectar, is peopled with ferocious microbes of gentlemen, many of whom were eminent for their He moaned and cried incoherently, and tonic and 
seeking whom they may devour. They imagine their scientific knowledge. The construction of the car- clonic convulsions of a severe type succeeded each 
insidio)ls enemies perched on restaurant chairs, sitting riage is the first attempt which has been made in this other with great rapidity. At this time we were un
atilt on the passing coin, flying from shoulder to country to apply the powers of electro·magnetism to able to take his temperature on account of his extreme 
shoulder in the jostling crowd. They have learned that railway traffic, and from the success which attended restlessness, but to the hand it appeared about normal. 
the water they drink swarms with life and carries this trial, sanguine hopes may be entertained that His respirations now lost their stertorous character, 
germs of dread disease. They have learned that one the period is not distant when it will either supersede, and became more of the Cheyne-Stokes variety, averag
article of food is bad for the nerves, another heats the in many cases, the employment of steam. or lend a ing about ten per minute for two hours after his ad
blood, another is hard to digest, and so on through all powerful aid to this mighty instrument in all the mission. The pulse was 80 per minute, of high ten
kilown menus. They have learned that imperfect operations in which it is at present employed. The sian. 
sanitation and ventilation endanger health, and that. carriage was impelled along the railway about a mile The man was given morphine by hypodermatic in
prop�r c�>D�itions are, more?ver, very rarely ?-ttained. 1 and a half, and traveled at the rate of upward of jection; and as the delirium and convulsion!> did not 
N or IS It lD everyday affaIrs alone that SCIence has four miles an hour, a rate which luight be increased abate, the injection was repeated and soon afterward 
pointed out the dangers that await man. Through all by giving greater power to the batteries, and enlarg- he gradually quieted down. As his respirations were 
the realm of human interests it has conjured up evils. ing the diameter of the wheels. We understand that alarmingly feeble, he was given strychnine by hypo
Its warning cry runs the gamut of calar!'ities from the the carriage was built at the expense of the railway dermatic inj ection with excellent effect. He fell into 
danger of not exercit:ling enough up to the danger of company, and we cannot but congratulate them in an apparently normal sleep, from which he awoke four 
the race multiplying too fast for the earth to support having the discernment to employ Mr. Davidson, a hours later, conscious, but slightly dazed, and' feeling, 
it and the equally dramatic danger of the earth flying gentleman of much practical knowledge and talent, as he expressed it, "tired and sore all over." On my 
from its orbit and rushing into the warm embrace of to whose genius great discoveries have been made in visit to the ho"pital next morning I round that he had 
the sun. electro-magnetism, by whom the carriage was pro- slept well during the night; his temperature was 98'8, 

Sensitive souls are reduced to a sta te of abject terror jected, and to whose un wearied exertions the practi- his pulse 72, his respiration 18. He complained of pain 
when they think of the small chance man has of life, cability of the scheme is almost placed beyond a from a number of severe burns that he received during 
health, and prosperity, in the face of these ogres of doubt. his contact with the wire. These burns were distributed 
science. What shall they eat, wherewithal shall they " The dimensions of the carriage are 16 feet long by irregularly in lines over the back, arms, and legs, and 
be clothed, what can they in safety do, when in all 7 wide, and is propelled by 8 powerful electro-magnets. evidently were caulSed by the intensity of the current, 
things lurk death and disaster? They dare not indulge The carriage is supported by four wheels of 3 feet dia- as the clothing which covered the affected areas show
their pet weakness for coffee. They eschew their fav- meter. On each of the two axles there is a wooden' ed no signs of having been scorched. 
orite dainties. They fear to come in contact with their cylinder, on which are fastened three bars of iron at On questioning the patient a!! to the nature of the 
fellows or to touch the railing, counter, or car strap, equal distances from each other, and extending from accident, he remembered perfectly all of the incidents 
touched alike by all sorts and conditions of men. They end to end of the cylinder. On each side of the cyl- of his morning's work up to the time that he grasped 
fear contagion in the doctor's office and blood poison- inder, and resting on the cylinder, there are two pow- the wire that conveyed the shock through his body. 
ing from his knife. They fear a thousand things in erful electro· magnets. When the first bar on the cyl- After that moment he had not the slightest knowledge 
daily life. Meanwhile they still live. inder has passed the faces of two of these magnets, of what had occurred, and did not Buffer the least pain 

Certainly science has evolved much truth, and its the current of galvanism is then let on to the other until he awoke at 6 P. M., as already stated, to find 
warnings are worth the l1eeding. But the warnings of two magnets. They immediately pull the second bar himself in bed in the hospital. The patient made an 
science, like all other advice, should be referred to a until it comes o:pposite them. The current is then cut excellent recovery. 
judicious committee on common sense. It should be off from these two magnets and is let on to the other In view of the employment of electricity by the 
remembered that doctors sometimes disagree, and the two. Again they pull the third bar until it comes op- authorities of certain States for the purpobe of putting 
verdict of one authority, or a half dozen, is not neces- posite, and so on, the current of galvanism being condemned criminals to death, the facts of the case reo 
sarily the verdict of science. Moreover, a truth may always cut off from the one pair of magnets when it is lated are of interest. 
be too sweepingly applied. Circumstances and indi- let on to the other. In another case elsewhere, according to the state
viduals differ, and what will hold good in one case needs "The manner in which the current is cut off and let ment of our patient, he was absolutely insensible to 
modification in another. It seems to the hardened on is simply thus: At each end of the axles there is a pain from the instant he received the shock; even the 
and incredulous that if life be really so beset with dan- small wooden cylinder, one-half of wh ich is covered actual discharge of the current caused him no suffer
gers, it is passing strange that generation after gene- by a hoop of copper; the other is divided alternately ing; and were it not for the �urning of his skin, he 
ration should have lived and thrived in their midst, with copper and wood (three parts of wood and three would not have been aware that he had met with an 
and this also without a knowledge of their existence. of copper). One end of the coil of wire which surrounds accident. 
If our ancestors, knowing nothing of these wonderful I the four electro-magnets pre!'ses on one of these cylin- While it is to be regretted that the public is greatly 
discoveries of hidden evil, managed to avoid the pit- ders on the part which is divided with copper and exposed to accident from contact with currents of high 
falls, why not we? Does mere knowledge of danger wood; the other end of the coil presses on the ot.her tension on account of the almost universal employment 
make one more susceptible to its effects? Where is cylinder in the same m anner. One end of the wires or of electricity as a motive and lighting power in our 
the wisdom that should accompany increasing know- conductors which comes from the battery presses con- large cities, it seems to me that, so long as capital pun· 
ledge? Natural living and confidence in nature are stantly on the undivided part of the copper on each ishment has to be enforced as a legal penalty, the elec
the best safeguards against such evils. Common sense cylinder. When one of the iron bars on the wooden tric current, properly applied and of sufficient high 
is the best of disinfectants and work the best of reme- cylinder has passed the faces of two magnets, the cur- tension, is the most humane agent yet devised for put-
dies.-Minneapolis Times. rent of galvanism is let on to the other magnets, by ting condemned criminals to death . 

.. I • , ... one end of the coil which surrounds the magnets, pass-
Dangerons (1helDlcals In Photography. ing from the wood to the copper, and thereby forming 

Attention has lately been called to the injurious ac- a connection with the battery. This wire continues to 
tion exercised by metals on the hands of photo- press on the copper until the iron bar has come oppo
graphers, which it is asserted may be avoided or the site the faces of the two magnets, which were thus 
ill effects be at least reduced to a minimum. Thus, in charged with magnetism. On its coming into that 
the development of negatives, only the extreme tips of position, the current is cut off from these two magnets 
the forefingers and thumbs need be wet with the sohl- by the wire or rod of copper passing from the copper 
tion, and then only the front portions of them, where to the wood, and thereby breaking the connection 
the skin is the thickest ; in most instances, in fact, in with the battery. But when the wire or rod of copper 
handling injurious chemicals, it is only when they come leaves the copper on the one cylinder, it leaves the 
in contact with the thinner portions of the skin, as on wood and passes to the copper on the other cylinder 
the back or between the fingers, that any harm results. at the other end of the axle, and in so doing connects 
Briefly, IndIa rubber finger stalls, of but the slightest the other two magnets with the battery, and they pull 
cost. will perfectly protect the fingers from all per- the next. iron bar in the same manner. At the other 
nicious materials, and, being exceedingly thin, are by end of the carriage there are other four magnets and 
no means uncomfortable to work in. It is noted, in wooden cylinder, with iron bars arranged in the same 
this connection, that the effect of chelnicals is strongly manner. 
different on different individuals. Thus, au instance " The battery, which is used for propelling the ma
is cited of one who had dealt for years, and with im- chine is composed of iron and zinc plates immersed in 
punity, with cyanide of potassium in connection with dilute sulphuric acid, the iron plates being fluted so as 
electroplating as well as photography, but suffered se- to expose greater surface in the same space. The 
verely from bichromate of potash; another, on whom weight propelled was about six tons." 
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Shortslghtednesll. 

In the public schools of France 24'2 per cent of the 
scholars are shortsighted, in those of Germany 35 per 
cent, and in those of the United Kingdom 20 per cent. 
The percentage of myopy is highest iu the classes of 
rhetoric and philosophy. The hygienic condition of 
the school does not seem to affect it, but in the opinion 
of Dr. Martin, a French authority, want of physical 
exercise is the chief cause of it. By modifying the 
work of the classes, and al10wing reasonable spells of 
exercise between them, the proportion of myopy in 
the college of Giessen fell from 26 6 to 17 per cent in 
five years. 

• tea . 
The Great Search Light. 

The great search light made by the General Electric 
Company and which was exhibited at Chicago, after
ward at the Winter Exposition, San Francisco, has 
found a final home and resting place at Mt. Lowe, Cal. 
It is estimated the rays of this wonderful light can be 
seen at a distance of two hundred miles, when the air 
is clear. 
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